Spreading depression or depolarization is a large-scale pathological brain phenomenon related to migraine, stroke, hemorrhage and traumatic brain injury. Once initiated, spreading depression propagates across gray matter extruding potassium and other active molecules, collapsing the resting membrane electro-chemical gradient of cells leading to spike inactivation and cellular swelling, and propagates independently of synaptic transmission. We demonstrate the modulation, suppression and prevention of spreading depression utilizing applied transcortical DC electric fields in brain slices, measured with intrinsic optical imaging and potassium dye epifluorescence. We experimentally observe a surface-positive electric field induced forcing of spreading depression propagation to locations in cortex deeper than the unmodulated propagation path, whereby further propagation is confined and arrested even after field termination. The opposite surface-negative electric field polarity produces an increase in propagation velocity and a confinement of the wave to more superficial layers of cortex than the unmodulated propagation path. These field polarities are of opposite sign to the polarity that blocks neuronal spiking and seizures, and are consistent with biophysical models of spreading depression. The results demonstrate the potential feasibility of electrical control and prevention of spreading depression.
. Electric fields parallel to the somatodendritic axis can depolarize or hyperpolarize the soma 3 , which leads to changes in the action potential initiation threshold near the soma and the opposite polarization in distal dendrites 7, 14 . Neurons are susceptible to weak (<1 mV/mm) electric fields 15 and neuronal networks have higher sensitivity than single neurons (as low as 140 µV/mm 16 ). Applied electric fields with 1-100 mV/mm strength have been shown to transiently suppress or excite epileptiform activity in rat hippocampal slices 10, 11 , speed up, slow down and block cortical traveling waves 17 , and even modulate epileptiform activity in vivo 18 . First observed by Aristides Leão in the cortex of anesthetized rabbits 19 , spreading depression or depolarization (SD) is a large-scale pathological brain phenomenon related to migraine, stroke, hemorrhage and traumatic brain injury 20, 21 . It manifests as a slow (2-5 mm/min) traveling wavefront of neuronal depolarization. The wavefront can trigger transient seizures as it encounters fresh brain tissue, and leaves in its wake transiently inactivated and swollen brain. The underlying dynamics of SD are generally regarded as the physiological mechanism of the initial aura in human migraines 20 . In pioneering early work, Grafstein found that polarization of the cortical tissue parallel to the direction of a propagating SD wave increased the conduction velocity of SD when the electric field direction was positive to negative in the direction of propagation 22 . This suggested that the propagation is mediated by the movement of , the effects of transcortical DC fields on SD has not been well explored. Recent work has demonstrated that there is a unification possible in the modeling of the biophysics of spikes, seizures, and SD, and that each of these dynamics occur within a different state of the neuronal membrane 24 . Importantly, computational modeling suggests that the ignition of SD is thought to be linked to currents flowing inward through the apical dendrites of neurons 25, 26 , as opposed to the soma during action potential spike generation. Indeed experimental induction of SD with local K + injection confirms these computational predictions with the SD ignition observed in apical dendrites 27 . We noted that during simulated SD, there appeared to be a polarization axis that developed in model neurons along their soma-dendritic axis 25 , and these findings suggested that counter-polarization of neurons using electrical fields might be able to modulate the ignition or propagation of SD.
In this article, we demonstrate the effects of transcortical DC polarization on SD propagation. We explore the effects of varying field strengths, stimulus timing and methods of SD generation in conjunction with simultaneous intrinsic optical imaging and potassium dye epi-fluorescence. Lastly, we hypothesize plausible mechanisms for the interactions shown and comment on their utility in a clinical setting.
Results
Electric field effects on SD. In order to address our conjecture that polarization along the somatodendritic axis of neurons might modulate SD, we prepared and placed our brain slices with the somatodendritic axis of principal cells (see Fig. 1a and c) oriented in the direction of the polarizing field. This generates a gradient of charge along the neuron from hyperpolarizing at one end to depolarizing at the opposite end. Simultaneous IOS and APG-2 imaging (see Fig. 1d-g ) demonstrates the coincidence of the SD intrinsic signal with a concomitant transient decreasing intracellular K + signal consistent with experimental measurements 28 and computational simulations 24 . Coronal slices maintain the integrity of the full depth of the gray matter, which permits anatomical exploration of polarization effects on cortex in analogous fashion to in vivo electric fields applied to the pial surface where the neuronal somatodendritic axis is aligned with the applied field. For the purposes of this experiment we defined a positive electric field as one which hyperpolarizes the apical dendrites as depicted in Fig. 1c (far right), while a negative electric field depolarizes the apical dendrites in the opposite orientation to the depiction in Fig. 1c . Figure 2 presents the effects of applied DC electric fields on SD induced by local injections of high K + in the intact cortical gray matter of coronal slices. In Fig. 2a , the left column shows a control (unstimulated) trial with SD propagating along all layers of the cortex. The IOS wave in the deeper layers lags behind the propagating wavefront in the superficial layers. The middle column shows that SD propagation is confined to the superficial layers of cortex in the presence of a surface-negative field. In the right hand column, the surface-positive field drives SD propagation towards the deeper layers of cortex where further horizontal spread is arrested and the SD slowly dissipates. See the supplementary data for additional video examples of DC field effects on SD (online only).
A spatiotemporal representation of the IOS SD signal in Fig. 2b illustrates different evolutions of the signal as a function of trial type and cortical depth. The leading edge of the IOS SD wavefront is located in the superficial layers during control trials in the left plot. The surface-negative field restricts the spatial depth of the IOS signal to the superficial layers blocking propagation into the deeper layers in the middle plot. In the right plot, the positive field demonstrates forcing of SD to the cortical depths where the SD IOS wavefront is more gradual in rise and prolonged in duration as it dissipates and propagation ceases.
Analysis of the SD propagation velocities in Fig. 3a ,b, indicated that the presence of a positive field slows while a negative field increases propagation velocity. Factorial ANOVA confirmed that field polarity as well as slice age accounted for significant variance in the data (p < 0.001, n = 104 slices) with no significant interaction between factors (see Supplementary Table S1 ). With significant effects on SD observed, experiments testing dose responses on field strength amplitude, as well as the effect of various field application delays from the start of SD were explored next to determine the extent of the modulation. Dose response studies (n = 32 slices for each dose condition) conducted on surface-positive field strength and stimulus delay time confirmed that as field strength increases and delay time shortens, the effective SD arrest rate increased and total SD affected areas decreased (Fig. 3c,d ). For surface-positive applied fields the SD arrest rate was proportional to the field strength and field delay time (Fig. 3d) . Note also in Fig. 3c the bimodal nature of the distributions at lower field strengths and longer delay times; indeed, SD propagations that were not arrested (gray dots) consumed more tissue on average than effective polarization trials at the same field strengths that arrested SD (black dots). As the field strength increases from weak (54 mV/mm) to strong (216 mV/mm), the number of SD events arrested (out of 32 SD trials for each tested condition) rose to 100% for field strengths greater than 160 mV/mm (Fig. 3c) . The dose response curves and the rates of SD propagation arrest are shown to be consistent across a range of field strengths and delay times in Fig. 3d . We also found that prepolarization of the brain tissue in advance (15 seconds) of the high K + injection could prevent the induction of SD (Fig. 3c , right) in a field strength intensity-dependent manner (Fig. 3d, right) .
High K
+ bath perfusion ignition of SD. Repetitive periodic SD can be produced in very high concentrations of extracellular K + , from 26 mM 29 to 40 mM 30 . In high K + perfusion experiments, applied negative fields showed a dramatic near-simultaneous ignition of SD along the superficial layers in front of the wavefront, whereas positive fields prevented further SD invasion into the superficial half of the cortex for a about 30 seconds ( Supplementary Fig. S1 ). Within 30 seconds the high K + bath depolarization of those tissues seemed to overwhelm the temporary blockage and SD collapsed inward on the unaffected region and consumed the rest of the tissue (frames 5 and 6 in right column of Supplementary Fig. S1 ). Also notable in the lower right side of the fourth frame in Supplementary Fig. S1 is a second SD wave ignition in deeper layers of the cortex caused by depolarization of the deeply located neuronal membranes by surface positive polarization in the presence of high bath + . We note that SD can be reliably produced in tangential cortical slices, which have the advantage of a more isotropic preparation of cortex ( Supplementary Fig. S2 ). Our collective experience with high K + induced SD in coronal (n = 77) and tangential (n = 10) slices suggested that the effects of DC polarization of the cortex was counteracted by the effects of excessively high K + bath perfusion on the cortical tissue. Therefore, our main results were studied with local high K + injections to ignite SD. In brains of animal or human patients experiencing SD, the extracellular space is not known to have such pathologically high concentrations of K + unless an SD wave has been triggered. Indeed, there appears a physiological ceiling for extracellular K + between 12-15 mM that is rarely exceeded except during SD 31 .
Discussion
In this work, we report experimental findings consistent with biophysical computational models 25 -that polarization of the neuron along the somatodendritic axis could be utilized to speed up, slow down, arrest and even prevent propagating waves of SD. Consistent with the biophysical modeling 25 , but nonetheless surprising, is that the polarity that blocks SD is opposite to that which suppresses spikes 3,4,14 and seizures 10 . Our IOS and K + optical measurements suggests multiple effects on SD. First, intracellular hyperpolarization of the apical dendrites could counteract SD triggering that depends upon depolarization of the dendrites 25, 26 . Second, surface-positive polarization might act in an electrophoretic manner to drive extracellular positive charges including K + away from superficial dendritic membranes particularly sensitive to depolarization by extracellular K + during SD ignition. Third, surface-positive fields may contribute to the increased spatial buffering of local elevated K + by glia. These effects might act synergistically to block further propagation of SD, and are consistent with the suspected role of superficial cortical layer dendritic membranes in the horizontal spread of SD (Grafstein 32 ; Ochs and Hunt 33 ). It is suspected that the spatial extent of dendritic arborizations and high surface area to volume ratio of dendritic membranes in these superficial layers, combined with the relatively small extracellular volume fraction, contributes to their sensitivity to high concentrations of extracellular K + during the ignition and propagation of SD 34 . It is felt that this sensitivity explains the preference of SD to propagate along these layers as shown in Figs 2 and S1.
Under conditions of oxygen-glucose deprivation (OGD), Dietz et al. 27 demonstrated that SD ignition may involve mechanisms that differ from SD ignited by local high K + . Determining whether the polarization axis of neurons during SD in OGD conditions differs from the present findings in high K + , and whether the requirements of electrical polarization to achieve suppression of SD in such conditions are different, will be important to explore in future work.
From past polarization experiments during spiking 4,16 and seizure 10, 11, 18 activity, one can generate an increase in such activity with surface-positive fields as applied herein which depolarize cortical somata (the opposite is seen with the inverted geometry of the hippocampal principal cells, see ref. 14 ). Yet such experiments in normal cortex and with seizures failed to generate consistent SD. In our present experiments, despite mildly elevated K + in the perfusate (6.25 mM) that helped support propagating SD, our data shows no overt evidence that seizures were generated by the applied positive fields. Control trials following positive field applications demonstrated full tissue recovery and readily generated repeat SD, whereas SD does not invade regions with active or recent seizure activity 35 . Neurons involved with the SD wavefront were likely inactivated by the local elevation in extracellular K + causing depolarization block 36 . The observation that applied positive fields to arrest SD might not cause seizures under conditions where SD develops, and that negative fields do not cause SD under conditions where seizures are generated [10] [11] [12] , raises the intriguing prospect that the control required to modulate either condition (SD or seizures) might be state-dependent. Indeed, recent work has demonstrated that there is a unification between spikes, seizures, and SD that are all part of the dynamical repertoire of the neuronal membrane, but that such activities are each confined to separate regions of the parameter space (ion concentrations, oxygenation, cell volume status) that defines which normal or pathological state might arise 24, 31 . Our present results suggest that control of seizures or SD might require that the state of the brain tissue be estimated, so that the appropriate polarity and type of stimulation can be applied.
Our results define some of the fundamental physics required to interfere with the generation and propagation of SD, and learning how to apply and adapt such physics to clinical therapies appears feasible. Polarization based effects on neuronal activity in humans are being extensively explored 37, 38 , including some exploration in patients with migraines 9,39 using transcranial electrical stimulation. Nevertheless, the complex topology of the gyrencephalic human cortex may require more sophisticated spatial and temporal strategies to achieve effective SD control in clinical applications.
Materials and Methods
Experimental design. We performed a series of experiments triggering SD with local high K+ injection 40, 41 . This local injection of K+ supports SD propagation in perfusates with much lower concentrations of K + (6.25 mM) than high K + perfusion methods, and permits controlled single SD wave generation 29 . The experimental protocol was built from 3-epoch trials as shown in Fig. 1c . First a control trial was performed with no field present to assess the health and condition of the slice -any slice that appeared to be in poor condition optically or unable to propagate a strong SD signal was discarded. Slices with a strong first SD signal were allowed to recover for 15 minutes, then a second polarization trial was conducted with the electric field on, and following a second recovery period a third SD control trial was performed to control for temporal effects and isolate polarization effects related to the field. Repetitive SD episodes for any given slice were limited to these 3-epoch paradigms (one experimental trial between two controls) to ensure slice viability and maximize the number of healthy slices utilized per experiment.
All experiments were performed in accordance with and approval from the institutional animal care and use committee of The Pennsylvania State University. Neocortical slices were obtained from male Sprague-Dawley rats aged P16 to P21. Briefly, the animals were deeply anesthetized with diethyl-ether and decapitated, the brain removed and coronal slices were sectioned from occipital neocortex. The slices were prepared differently for each of the experiments and are described in the following sections.
Slice preparation. After decapitation, the whole brain was quickly and carefully removed to chilled (4 °C) artificial cerebrospinal fluid (ACSF) for 60 seconds containing the following (in mM): 126 NaCl, 2.5 KCl, 2.4 CaCl2, 10 MgCl2, 1.2 NaH2PO4, 18 NaHCO3, and 10 dextrose. ACSF was saturated with 95% O2 and 5% CO2 at room temperature for 1 hour before the dissection with an osmolality ranging from 295-310 mOsm and pH from 7.20-7.40. Coronal occipital cortical slices were cut with a vibratome on the rostro-caudal and medio-lateral coordinates of bregma −2 to −8 mm and lateral 1 to 6 mm, respectively. The first cut was made 1100 μm deep from the caudal surface and discarded, for bath applied high K + experiments 3 slices were taken from each hemisphere each 300 μm thick while for locally injected high K + experiments, 4 slices were taken from each hemisphere each 450 μm thick. Tangential slices were sectioned with the first cut made 100 μm deep from the pial surface and discarded, and a 500 μm thick slice was taken of the middle cortical layers 42 . After cutting, slices were transferred to a chamber containing ACSF and recovered for 30 minutes at 32-34 °C then incubated at room temperature (20-22 °C) for an additional 30 minutes prior to recording. For potassium dye loading, Asante Potassium Green-2 AM ester (Abcam) was dissolved in DMSO and 0.045% Pluronic F-127 (TEF labs) and added to the incubation ACSF for a final concentration of 20 µM, followed by 1 hour of loading and 1 hour of rinsing at room temperature before imaging.
SD generation.
A schematic of the recording chamber and arrangement of electrodes is shown in Fig. 1 .
For local injection induction of SD, modified ACSF (in mM) 121.25 NaCl, 6.25 KCl, 1.5 CaCl2, 0.5 MgCl2, 1.25 NaH2PO4, 25 NaHCO3, and 25 dextrose was perfused over the slice at a rate of 2.8-3.0 mL/min at 30 °C during recording. To evoke SD, a pico-liter injector (PLI-10; Warner Instruments) was used to inject 3 M KCl into layer II/III using a 150 ms pulse at a pressure of 28.4 psi (which was more than sufficient to ignite robust spreading depression propagation).
For bath applied high K + induction, 26 mM KCl replaced equimolar NaCl and MgCl2 was 1.3 mM. The flow of ACSF into the chamber was switched to 26 mM K + solution; SD would typically initiate from one or more foci in layers II/III of the cortex after 1-2 minutes of exposure at which point the flow was switched back to normal ACSF. After each SD episode, the slice was allowed to recover for 15 minutes and in this way multiple SD waves could be repeatedly evoked using either method without apparent damage to the tissue.
Electric field application. The recording chamber (RC-22C; Warner Instruments) was fitted with Ag/AgCl sintered pellet electrodes (4.37 mm × L, 1.20 mm × H, separation distance 5.60 mm) insulated such that only the tissue in the camera's field of view would be polarized as shown in Fig. 1a . Extracellular pipettes (4-6 MΩ) were pulled from thick-walled borosilicate glass capillaries with filaments (OD = 1.5 mm, ID = 0.86 mm; Sutter Instruments) and filled with 3 M KCl. The injection pipette was inserted into the middle top of layer II/III with the second pipette located directly inline ~900 µm in the deeper layers of the tissue near the bottom of the cortex. Differential voltage measurements were acquired (MultiClamp 700A; Axon Instruments) as a feedback measurement of the field inside the tissue. In order to guarantee the field strength a Labview interface was used to control a National Instruments BNC-2120 signal generator and drive voltage commands to a constant current isolated stimulator (Model 2200; AM-Systems) as in Fig. 1b . A proportional integral differential (PID) feedback control system was implemented on the differential voltage measurement measured within the cortical tissue, which allowed precise and reproducible electric field strengths to be commanded for each stimulus trial (Fig. 1c) .
Spreading depression imaging via the intrinsic optical signal (IOS) and APG-2 epi-fluorescence.
SD was observed by measuring the changes in light transmittance through the tissue, also known as the intrinsic optical signal (IOS), which is related to local neuronal activity and cell swelling. In our configuration, the transmitted light of our IOS is dominated by cell swelling during SD 29 . Optical imaging and local field potential were recorded simultaneously during a portion of the experiments; slices were trans-illuminated with white light filtered at 757 ± 30 nm. For simultaneous IOS and epi-fluorescence imaging, a Dual-View optical multichannel system (Photometrics, Tucson, AZ) was configured as in Fig. 1d . Video frames were acquired with a 4x objective at 30 Hz (0.5 Hz for simultaneous IOS/epi-fluorescence, with a 300 ms illumination) using a 1296 × 966 pixel charge-coupled device (CCD) camera with 12-bit resolution (acA1300-30 um; Basler) which was set for 1x camera amplifier gain and stored on disk for off-line analysis. Each pixel in the images equated to a 4 × 4 µm square, the full resolution providing a 5.184 × 3.864 mm imaging window of the cortical tissue.
Data analysis. Video data were spatially filtered with a Gaussian smoother (10 × 10 pixel kernel) then filtered forward and backward in time with a 3 rd order Butterworth filter at 0.25 Hz and analyzed in MATLAB (Mathworks, Natick, MA). The filtered time series of luminous intensity at each pixel was then analyzed for the SD wavefront by taking the temporal derivative and finding the time point of maximum rate of change. This ensemble of SD wavefront detection time points at each pixel creates a map of where the SD front was detected and during what time point it passed each pixel, in short a "time map" containing spatiotemporal information about the propagation of the IOS (or APG-2 dye) signals of spreading depression. From this measurement, SD propagation velocity and the extent of invasion into the tissue could be computed and further analyzed for the effects of various applied electric fields during SD propagation.
Statistical analysis. Factorial ANOVA was used to test for significant effects of polarity type and slice age on propagation velocity (see Supplementary Table S1 ). Since successive SD events display a trend of increasing propagation velocity (as seen from the increase in average velocity from first to last control trials in Fig. 3b) , we normalized the velocity of each slice polarity trial as a percentage of the average of the corresponding controls. All polarity groups were tested for normality (Shapiro-Wilk test, W = 0.9879, p = 0.224, and graphically in Supplementary  Fig. S3 ) and homogeneity of variance (Bartlett's test, T = 0.8512, df = 2, p = 0.6531) before being compared using Bonferroni corrected paired t-tests where p < 0.01 was regarded as significant (asterisks in Fig. 3a ).
Data and materials availability. Data relevant to the results presented in this paper are archived online at https://doi.org/10.18113/S1993J.
